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About EY
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services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust
and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world
over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our
promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role
in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and
for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
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description of the rights individuals have under data protection
legislation is available via ey.com/privacy. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
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Use Cases and Applied Examples

Cyber risk is a frequent topic at the executive level within many companies
What is our risk exposure from
potential cyber events in
monetary terms?

How much cyber insurance do
we need?

Key
Questions
How should cyber risk be
factored into the broader
enterprise risk and digital
equation?

How much cyber risk does our
supply chain represent, and
can we recover if needed?

New business or technology initiatives are driving increased focus and spending on
cybersecurity to guard against operational disruption and data loss

Source: EY Global Information Security Survey (GISS) 2019–20
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Cybersecurity is a boardroom issue.

Discussions in the boardroom about cyber are becoming more frequent as part of
the overall enterprise risk management discipline
Cybersecurity leaders, boards and C-suites are not fully aligned or engaged to confront
evolving risks posed by cyber threats and emerging technologies because they do not
speak the same language and face a chasm of trust.

Our market observations
Based on insights shared through engagements with directors, as
well as what EY professionals are doing around the globe and
across industries and company sizes, we have identified the
following leading practices:

79%

25%

of respondents say their cybersecurity
budgets will be impacted by COVID-19 in
the next six months if not sooner.

of respondents are able to quantify, in
financial terms, effectiveness of the
cybersecurity spend in addressing risk.

Set the tone.
Demonstrate that cybersecurity and privacy risk are critical
business issues by increasing the board and committee’s time
and effort spent discussing the topic.

20%

Determine value at risk.
Understand the company’s value at risk in dollars beyond
insurance and reconcile against the board’s risk tolerance.

60%
of organizations have faced a material or
significant incident in the past 12 months.

43%
of boards saw any value in the
cybersecurity team, and that there was a
distinct lack of any cybersecurity
representation at the boardroom table.

of board members are confident that the
cybersecurity risks and mitigation
measures presented to can protect the
organization from major cyber attacks.

36%
of organizations say cybersecurity is
involved right from the planning stage of a
new business initiative.

Source: What companies are disclosing about cybersecurity risk and oversight
in 2020, EY Center for Board Matters.

Source: EY Global Information Security Survey (GISS) 2019–20
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Stay up-to-date.
Increase the frequency of board or committee updates on
specific actions to address new cybersecurity and privacy
issues and threats as a result of the seismic shift to remote
work.
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Financial quantification, ROI and risk reduction are part of the cyber dialogue
Are you able to quantify, in financial terms, how effective your organization’s
cybersecurity spend is in addressing your organization’s risks?

How often is cybersecurity on the agenda of the full board?
40%

15%

25%

Yes

No

29%

25%

30%

29%

20%

10%

10%
36%

24%

Somewhat

Not sure

Respondents

7%

0%
Annually

Quarterly

Ad hoc (no
structured
cadence)

Other structured
cadence

Never

What does the cybersecurity function present to the board/executive management team?
25%

Key findings from cybersecurity audits and remediation plans

23%

Current state security posture in the form of a score or risk rating (e.g., red/yellow/green)

19%

Investigation results of cybersecurity incidents/breaches

14%

Performance against key performance indicators/key risk indicators
Current threat intelligence to the organization based on organization-defined critical information
requirements and organization-defined priority intelligence requirements

13%
3%

The cybersecurity function does not present to the Board/executive management team

3%

Other

0%
Source: EY Global Information Security Survey (GISS) 2019–20
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5%

10%
Respondents
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15%

20%

25%

30%

Key Attack Targets and Threat Actors

Threat intelligence allows strategic allocation of limited resources.

Customer data

Which assets or information
are attackers primarily
targeting?

46%

IP/trade secrets

23%

Financial data

Who is typically behind the
majority of all breaches on
your organization?

How do you know?
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14%

Employee data

5%

Strategic plans

5%

Other

5%

Industrial
systems/ops
technology

1%

HSW Sector Key Attack Targets and Threat Actors

Threat intelligence allows strategic allocation of limited resources.

Which assets or information
are attackers primarily
targeting?

Who is typically behind the
majority of all breaches on
your organization?

How do you know?
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1

Organized criminal groups

27%

2

Inadvertent insiders

15%

3

Hacktivists

15%

4

Unknown

15%

5

Malicious insiders

11%

6

Partners

10%

7

State actors

7%

HSW Sector Key Attack Targets and Threat Actors

Threat intelligence allows strategic allocation of limited resources.

Which assets or information
are attackers primarily
targeting?

Who is typically behind the
majority of all breaches on
your organization?

How do you know?
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We concluded based on threat
intelligence.

51%

We positively identified perpetrators
of our last breach.

39%

Other

10%

Cybersecurity is still an afterthought

If security is an afterthought, cybersecurity will always be behind the threat.

What is the easiest way to
justify new funds for new or
increased spending?
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Risk reduction

51%

New or changing compliance
requirement

26%

Crisis/breach

8%

New business initiative enablement

8%

Other

5%
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Use Cases and Applied Examples

Defining cyber risk management related to the rising demand for cyber risk
quantification
Risk management – calls for understanding all of the negative risks (from threats) and positive risks (from
opportunities) facing an enterprise, determining how best to address those risks, and verifying that the
necessary actions are taken. Cybersecurity risk is only one portion of an enterprise’s risks. Other
commonly identified risk types include, but are not limited to, financial, legal, legislative, operational,
privacy, reputational and strategic risks. As part of an enterprise risk management program, enterprises
manage the combined set of risks holistically. — NISTIR 8286
Likelihood x Business Impact (macro view of risks at an overall business level)

Cyber risk management – is balancing the benefit of applying information and technology against the
potential impact and likelihood of the consequences of that application deployed at the system,
organization or enterprise level. — NISTIR 8286
Exposure (System and Data Threats x Vulnerabilities) x Likelihood x Business Impact (macro view at the IT/digital level)

Cyber risk insights, analytics, quantification – is the ability to make informed decisions and trade-offs
based on the calculated financial impact that a cyber risk, if materialized, would have on an organization;
also includes quantifying the risk reduction value of proposed projects
Exposure (System and Data Threats x Vulnerabilities) x Likelihood x Business Impact (micro view at the IT/digital level)
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Philosophically, we see quantitative and qualitative assessments complementing
one another to provide valuable insights
Cyber maturity assessments

Cyber risk quantification

• Program maturity assessments evaluate the governance and
support for the cybersecurity program, the documentation,
repeatability and measurement of IT and Security processes,
and the continuous improvement of those processes.
• Process Maturity – interviews and documents, evidence
based
• Recommendations – focus on improving processes,
documentation, operational metrics, governance
• Logical assumption – if you improve maturity, you are
improving risk posture

• Cyber Risk Quantification is geared toward the exposure,
likelihood and impact from cyber events with a data-driven
approach
• Exposure: how well protected is the organization? Interview
and configuration based
• Likelihood: are protection and detection capabilities
adequate given adversaries’ campaigns, capabilities, tools
and vectors?
• Impact: how much damage can be done? How long will a
breach be undetected and uncontained?
• Recommendations and simulated risk reduction

Threat intelligence data: sector,
geographic, corporate profile
Impact

Maturity of IT and Cyber Program:
control design and operations

Configuration and other telemetry
data of cyber exposure
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Data about lost business revenue,
fines, costs to recover
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Behind the scenes, EY services incorporate the internal and external cyber
landscape based on a comprehensive data model
Business entity
Ecosystem (external third party, internal)
Company (business unit)

Political activists
Political cyber
warriors
Financial hackers
Organization crime
Cyber terrorists
Disgruntled
employees
(general, IT
privileged)

Attack methods
Email social
engineering
Web social
engineering

SSC

Technologies

Business assets
Financial Transactions Image and Reputation
Core Business Systems/Processes Intellectual Property
Confidential Business information

DDoS
Web application
attacks

Buffer attacks

Sensationalist

Web social

Industrial
espionage

Physical

Identity and Access
Management

Suppliers’ Data Suppliers’ Capabilities

Internet Facing Web

Controls (Preventive, Detective, Infrastructure)
Preventive: Anti-phishing, Application Hardening, Awareness and Training, Authorized Software, Data
Classification, Database Hardening, Endpoint Antivirus (AV) (Signature-based), Honeypots, Patch Management,
Physical Security, Policies/Compliance/Enforcement, Recruiting and HR, Secure Development, Security
Management and Governance, Server Hardening, Vendor Management, Workstation Hardening
Detective: Anomalous User Behavior, Data Integrity, End-point Data Loss Prevention (DLP), Endpoint AV
(Behavior-based), External Threat Intelligence, Gateway DLP, Incident Detection and Logging, Intrusion Detection,
Penetration Testing, Security Reviews
Infrastructure Application Firewalls and Proxies, Asset Management, Authentication, Change Management, Client
Secure Browsing, Data Encryption, Database Security Platform, Firewalls, Mobile Devices, Network Security ,
Privacy, Privileged Accounts, Removable Media, User Management and Authorization, Vulnerability Management,
Web Application Firewall (WAF)
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Windows and Linux
Servers

Employees’ Data Clients’ Data (personal, finance)

Malware

Legal adversary

Data Processing

Data Protection

Unauthorized
device connects

External

Attackers
(Threat Agents)

Internal

Environment (application, system, platform)

Cyber Risk Quantification

Network Infrastructure
Employee Internet
Browsing
Mobile
Workstation/Endpoint
IoT

Building upon the data model, the inputs shape the analytical calculations and
the subsequent tailored analysis
Input

Process

Latest Breach Costs

Business Characteristics

Current Cyber
Posture

Financial
Impact

Strategic Cyber Threat
Landscape

Organization
Profile

Dynamic
Threat
Analysis

Analytics Engine
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Output
Assessment of readiness of
cybersecurity controls and
strategies and criticality of each,
based on the relevant threat
landscape
Quantification of cybersecurity risks
specific to the organization’s size,
revenue, region, industry and
specific exposure points

Valuation of potential financial
impact of cyber risks for business
assets

Cyber Security
Questionnaire

ROI Simulation in the case control
gaps are implemented

Configurations and
Vendor
Recommendations

Cyber Risk Quantification
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Use Cases and Applied Examples

Here are some of the common use cases where our clients find value

1

Complement a qualitative cyber assessments
Provide quantification insight embedded into the current process maturity assessments
covering multiple cyber domains, interview and evidence based through documentation,
benchmarking and recommendations

2

Quick stand-alone baseline
Feeling assessment “fatigue” and the efforts to rationalize multiple assessments together,
clients are asking for a quantitative and data-driven perspective to enable a risk-based
approach

3

Efficiency: budget and resource prioritization – Cyber and Audit
Understand top risks and prioritize the fixed resources and capacity within an organization as to
where to delve and probe further, focusing where it matters most

4

“Pre-” and “Post-” ROI for value articulation of an upcoming implementation project
Consider analyzing current risk and the monetary value of implementation cost vs.
benefit up front, following up after the project completes and with all cyber domains in context

5

Blurring of Physical and Logical
Consider integrating the physical threats, which often have a cyber footprint or component, and
give a full view of the threat landscape

6

M&A Due Diligence and Integration Planning
Input to validating and understanding incoming risk – a light touch pre-deal closure, and a
deeper touch post-deal closure; can support integration planning

7

New CISO/Leadership – what am I inheriting ?
An insightful baseline from which to assess the current environment quickly and with
reasonable granularity

8

New Regulation or geographic expansion
A way to assess current posture and proactively compare to the future state, understanding
gaps

1

8

New
Regulation
or
Expansion

Complement
to Qualitative

2

Rapid
stand-alone

7

3

Cyber Risk
Quantification
Value

New CISO
baseline

6

4

M&A

Pre- and postROI

5

Blurring with
the Physical
world
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Sample Risk Overview and ROI
Reduction in Financial Exposure as Controls are Improved

Control

Risk
$M

Reduction in
Risk $M

$M to
Improve

ROI

Initial

$669

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.Network
Devices

$614

$55

TBD

TBD

2.Training

$575

$39

TBD

TBD

3.Privileged
Accounts

$559

$16

TBD

TBD

4.Removable
Media

$551

$8

TBD

TBD

$750,000,000
$669,000,000
$650,000,000
$575,000,000

$551,000,000

$614,000,000

$550,000,000

$559,000,000
$450,000,000

$350,000,000
$350,000,000
$250,000,000

$150,000,000

$50,000,000
Initial Exposure

Improved
Network
Devices

Improved
Training and
Awareness

Improved
Privileged
Access

Improved
Removable
Media

Theoretical
Minimum

Total
Reduction

Fully addressing these four issues could reduce risk $118M (18%)
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$118

Sample Asset and Controls
Asset Risk

Confidential Business
Information

Financial
Transactions

Core Business
Systems / Processes
3.1
3.05
3
2.95
2.9
2.85
2.8
2.75
2.7

Image & Reputation

Employees Data

Agreements &
Contracts

Suppliers Data

Intellectual Property
Assessment - Mar 25, 2020
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The EY Cyber Risk Quantification service enables a data-driven investment
prioritization … getting started is the key
Quantitative risk analysis in monetary terms enables a more business-oriented dialogue

• Assessment Approach
• Perform periodic baselines, comparable over time
• Overall risk scale to measure improvement
• Quantified monetary risk ranges
• Includes aggregate and component granularity

• Simulation for clear ROI
• Forecasting of risk reduction based on specific actions
• Tailored inputs and analytics
• Company-specific profile – risk appetite, structure, geo
• External threat landscape and intelligence by industry
• Team interviews and technical configurations for a
comprehensive assessment
• Ability to customize weighting factors, scenario analysis
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Thank You!

Carolyn Schreiber, Partner
+1 203-893-5988
Carolyn.Schreiber@ey.com

Brian DePersiis, Partner
+1 607-760-1308
Brian.Depersiis@ey.com
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